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Security Threats to Afghan Deminers

Abductions of deminers in Afghanistan have placed the safety and lives of those working to clear mines at risk. At the end of 2010, two separate incidents drew attention in the landmine community to this alarming safety concern for which the Taliban and other organized criminals are responsible. The Mine Action Coordination Centre of Afghanistan and other mine-action organizations have been working to protect the deminers’ safety, which sometimes means restricting mined areas; however, this has not hindered dedicated deminers from continuing their demining efforts in Afghanistan.

As a result of the Soviet invasion (1978–1992), Afghanistan is littered with landmines and other explosive remnants of war. In addition, since the current conflict began in 2003, insurgents continue to battle Coalition Forces using roadside bombs and other improvised explosive devices. Consequently, Afghanistan, one of the most mine-laden and IED-affected countries in the world, has a dire need for deminers in the area. As of 2009, two-thirds of Afghanistan’s mines were cleared, but demining organizations face a challenge in removing the remaining mines while minimizing the risk to deminers. Since the start of the U.S.-led mission in Afghanistan, there has been increased insurgent activity that continues to heighten security threats and dozens of Afghans and foreigners have been abducted. The occurrence of two separate deminer abductions in December 2010 highlights this disturbing trend.

Deminers at Risk

According to the Afghanistan NGO [nongovernmental organization] Safety Office, 10 deminers were killed, 23 injured and 12 abducted in 2010. The Mine Action Coordination Centre of Afghanistan, which states there are more than 30 mine-action organizations with greater than 14,000 personnel currently working in Afghanistan, reported significantly higher statistics for this time period: 17 deminers killed, 35 injured and 73 abducted. Regardless of the exact numbers, terrorists and insurgent groups are a threat to deminers in Afghanistan, especially along the southern border with Pakistan.

The two separate abductions in December serve as a reminder that this threat continues in Afghanistan. In the first abduction, unknown gunmen captured 16 deminers working for the Organisation for Mine Clearance and Afghan Rehabilitation in the Momand Dara district on 1 December 2010, and nine of them escaped while abductors fought security forces on the Pakistan border that same day. Two days later the remaining seven were released. Ali Shah Paktiawal, Nangarhar Provincial Police Chief, stated, “The elders got involved in the Momand Dara district where they were kidnapped, and then the kidnappers released them. They are in good health.” Shortly after this incident, on 9
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December 2010, abductors hijacked a vehicle and captured 18 Afghan deminers working for the Mine Detection Center. According to Provincial Police Chief General Abdul Hakim Isazqai, “The abductions took place on Thursday afternoon on a road in the Musa Khel district. Assailants riding on motorcycles attacked the deminers, who were traveling by bus, and took them hostage [sic] on board the vehicle.” The next day, Afghan and foreign troops freed the deminers.

Pushing Onward Through Violence

Although the occurrence of two separate deminer abductions in the course of one month is particularly alarming to the mine-action community, these attacks are indicative of a persistent problem in Afghanistan in recent years. On 13 July 2006, 20 gunmen attacked 60 deminers in Kandahar. The deminers were held overnight while their compound was robbed. Following this and similar attacks, the United Nations stated, “Despite these repeated attacks against deminers, the Mine Action Programme for Afghanistan does not intend to stop its activities in any part of the country; the Programme never ceased its activities even during the wars period.” From 2007 to 2008, more clearance teams in Afghanistan helped deminers clear 87 percent more land than the previous year; however, attacks on deminers continued.

The Mine Detection Center lost seven deminers in March 2008 in the Kandahar province. In addition, two MDC deminers were killed in the Kunduz province. Another five deminers from Afghan Technical Consultants were killed in the Jawzjan province. In response to the attacks and other threats, which often occurred while clearance teams were traveling between sites, commercial companies ceased transportation by roads and began using more expensive transportation by air. After an abduction of 16 U.N. deminers on 30 June 2009 between the provinces of Paktia and Khost, Police Chief Azizullah Wardak criticized the deminers for not obtaining permission from local security forces prior to entering the area, considering that two similar incidents had previously occurred in Paktia. In 2009, overall attacks on deminers were down one-third from the Mine Action Coordination Centre of Afghanistan’s 2008 figure of 48 accidents. One deminer was killed and 31 injured in 2009. Nonetheless, since 1988, MACCA has cleared more than 15,000 hazardous areas in Afghanistan.

Hopeful Outlook

In a press release prior to the recent attacks in December 2010 and following an 11 April 2010 attack that killed five deminers and injured 16, Dr. Haider Reza, Programme Director for MACCA, said, “We strongly condemn the use of all anti-personnel mines and other improvised explosive devices, which have led to such a high number of civilian deaths in this country already, and will [continue to kill people] for many years to come if humanitarian deminers are prevented from carrying out this life-saving work.” He continued, “I call on all my fellow Afghans to support this important humanitarian work to protect Afghan men, women and children from the threat of landmines and other explosive remnants of war.”

Despite the very real threats to their safety, deminers in Afghanistan continue to remove landmines and ERW in an effort to make the country safe for its residents.

~Meghan Wallace, CISR Staff
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